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Across
8 Make fun of setter,
reportedly cut (3-3)
9 1's enigmatic "Only
my art is timeless"
(5,3)
10 Record company
finally keen to get
female artist (4)
11 1 surprisingly
saved Tibet (5,5)
12 Mountain essential
to Italian team's
comeback (4)
13 Hurls corgi around
as some 1s start out
(6,4)
17 Millions miss
ethical test (4)
18 Doctor roadside
bomb as water
evaporated (5)
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19 See "The Sixth
Sense" - ghastly
ending! (4)
21 Stones hit when
wrong bus crashes
near Central Park
(5,5)
23 Missing the odd
woolly after second
wash (4)
24 1's elegance
essential to cover
logistical limits
(5,5)
28 Plant seen on edges
of arboretum (4)
29 1's rowing boat
confusingly said to
be inside (5,3)
30 Heartless fixer of
races is of a higher
class (6)

Down
1 Blended malts kept
in tree for screen
goddess (4,4)
2 Judge to learn how
a foul-up made 1
(4,6)
3 Detectives in the
Love Bug start
spraying
weedkillers (10)
4 Filth displayed by
character in street
(4)
5 Time to regret
being dependable
(4)
6 Central American is
allowed to ask first
(4)
7 Eccentric courtiers
cut out to be more
optimistic (6)

14 Indebted for victory
in climbing game
(5)
15 Fundamental of
which politicians
are rarely accused?
(10)
16 1 to make garbage
rot! (5,5)
20 Moviemaker for
Mussolini, right?
(8)
22 Put on a new top as
dressing-down
loses its power (6)
25 Country without a
feature (4)
26 Pulls the legs of
young goats (4)
27 Old songs to do
nothing to, it's said
(4)

